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Abstract
This study purports to enquire into the treatment of Harmony in Companionship in the early novels of Kamala
Markandaya. The word companion signifies someone who accompanies you, remains with you at all times, in joy or
sorrow, someone who you trust, open your real self to. “The Lord God said, It is not good for the man to be alone, I will
make a helper suitable for him”. Genesis2:18, Here, this implies that a wife’s sustaining companionship was designed to
meet her husband’s needs. Several writers have mirrored their views through their writings, Markandaya is one such
writer.
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The varied forms and complexities of man woman relationships have always been the central theme in
literature. Marriage, as an institution has existed in every form of society from time immemorial. It serves as a
convenient tool for the upkeep of the home and family, provides sexual gratification for the partners, and
helps in the economic growth and welfare of the society. It caters to the very basic needs of man and woman
by providing security, companionship and stability.

Even now in the 21st century, women are considered second class citizens and are expected to adjust to the
whims and fancies of the male members. Therefore companionship between husband and wife as a prime
factor of marital happiness is seldom a matter of deliberate portrayal in fiction. Yet companionship between
husband and wife assumes great significance when we consider family to be the basic unit of society and man
and woman to be individuals of equal importance, sharing duties and responsibilities in maintaining the family
happiness.

Companionship generally means the tranquillity and happiness of mind one gets in the company of another.
When partners strive to play their allotted roles perfectly, companionship blooms. People with similar
interests, common aims and objectives, make good companions. Even without shared passions and shared
objectives, a man and a woman can have companionship, if they are intellectually mature. On the other hand,
if they are temperamentally immature, they can move only in parallel lines. Companionship in family and
marital relationship is fast becoming an anachronism, with the woman striving for self-identity and rejecting
her pre assigned role.

Markandaya examines man- woman relationship against the background of the disintegrating traditional home
and against the growing awareness of the woman as an individual.  Rukmani and Nathan in Nectar in a Sieve
experience something infinitely precious in their relationship, even after their sexual passion has decayed.
Rukmani is both a participant and an observer in the novel, besides being a narrator. Whatever happens in and
to the family affects her directly and intimately. Despite each other’s secrecy, the Rukmani-Nathan bond does
not get mutilated because theirs is a companionship which has lasted for many years, through many deeply
felt events, and has a richness of content and therefore cannot be forsaken for the sake of new found love.
Like Val’s mother in Possession, Rukmani and her husband belong to a generation which is
thoroughlyconditioned and ground into acceptance’ (173). Rukmani as an enduring ideal wife justifies
Nathan’s illicit relation thus: ‘She (Kunthi)has fire in her body, men burn before and after’ in Nectar in a
Sieve.
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From the very beginning of their married life, Nathan is aware of the disappointment and anguish of Rukmani
at having a mud hut for their home and hence consoles her that ‘in a few years they can move,’ perhaps ‘
even buy a house such as her father’s.(4). Gradually she considers herself to be the most fulfilled woman, rich
in love and care from her husband. Leland H.  Stott in Child Development opines that ‘admiration or regard
for each other’s qualities makes for a positive reciprocal relationship’ (374). Rukmani joins her husband in
manual labour and he is full of appreciation for her. He finds his life with Rukmani adequate and proclaims
that he is happy since ‘life is good and the children are good and you (Rukmani) are the best of all’ (57).

Nathan is a gentle peasant who recognizes the individuality of his wife and children. Hence, even provocative
situations do not lead to confrontations. After the birth of their firstdaughter, when Rukmani fails to fecundate,
Nathan is patient and does not blame her. But their daughter was sent away to her parents’ house for her
barrenness. Nathan’s patience strengthens Rukmani’s love for him. It is Nathan’s matchless qualities that have
alleviated her own suffering, to a large extent. She stands by him in their joys and sorrows. They find beauty
in their lives, in prosperity and in adversity. Their bond is strengthened when they share their long hidden
secret and instead of eruption, they feel enlightened. Despite Nathan’s illicit relationship with Kunthi who
bore him two sons, Rukmani forgives him, which glorifies Rukmani as a traditional wife.. However, in
contrast to this, it’s worth mentioning Rukmani’s relationship with Dr. Kenny, who helped her in bearing sons
for her own husband to continue the family lineage, is something more lofty. Even in the alienated city
Rukmani stands by her husband under all predicaments. Rukmani stands in comparison to Laxmi, in the novel
Coolie, who though lives in sub-human surroundings stand by her husband Hari in the face of extreme poverty
and hardship without questioning her lot. Rukmani as a wife is capable of radiating peace, order and
tranquillity, and exercises a quiet control over her husband and lends his warmth even in the evening of his
life.

The Rukmani- Nathan relationship is the most beautiful ever portrayed in fiction. The novel begins with
Rukmani, an old widow, recalling during day time the intangible presence of Nathan during some nights:

‘’Sometimes at night I think that my husband is with me again, coming gently through the mists, and we are
tranquil together. Then morning comes. and he softly departs. (1)

Their comradeship serves as an inspiration, and consequently even after Nathan’s demise, it helped her
develop courage, initiative resourcefulness and wit to a great degree.

Sarojini,A silence of Desire is an ideal wife and companion to her husband, who has no high aspirations in
life. She is an epitome of the ‘perfect’ wife
’’ She was a good wife, Sarojini: good with the children, an excellent cook, an efficient

manager of his household, a woman who still gave him pleasure after fifteen years of

marriage, less from the warmth of her response than from her unfailing acquiescence

to his demands. He was lucky……. ‘’(6)

Markandaya has resorted to the techniques of the third person omniscient narrator, thus giving free play to her
realism, and is at liberty to shift the narrative point of view. The maturity of her art is seen in the fact that the
story is more attractive and moves at a faster pace than in her other novels. She spins her crisis and tension
round the eternal topic of jealousy and blind religious faith. Dandekar’s and Sarojini’s ideas clash at several
levels but the most crucial encounter remains between her unshakeable belief in superstitions and his stubborn
rejection of them and placing faith in western science and technology. While Sarojini worships the tulasi
plant, Dandekar takes care to call it a mere plant. Knowing that every husband likes being appreciated, she
admires his actions and receives gratefully the presents he brings at the end of the month. But deep down her
innermost heart, she prefers the spiritual companionship, not the superficial closeness. Aware of his
westernised views she cleverly conceals her visits to the swami to avoid friction in the family.

The husband wife relationship is like the prop and support of a building. It is only in Sarojini’s absence that
Dandekar experiences vacuum and looks forward to restore peace and bliss at any cost. Dandekar’s love and
concern is revealed in his act of covering her when she moves out to sleep in the next room. Sarojini as a true
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wife takes the responsibility of her husband’s frequenting the harlots. Despite the carnal pleasure Dandekar
longs to have his wife back, for it is in her that he finds fulfilment and companionship.

Both Dandekar and Sarojini strive to achieve companionship, but the method each one adopts shatters their
serene life. Peace is once again restored when the swami moves out of their life and Sarojini comes out of her
fantasy. Dandekar in turn realises that his wife has yearned more for spiritual grace than for physical
relationship. The banyan tree that figures immediately after Sarojini is successfully operated upon, indicates
Dandekar’s rapport with happy peaceful life:“it’s over, at last it’s over’.
One can attain companionship only when both external and internal factors are favourable. The internal
factors most often are the products of one’s own creation, but the economic factor can be a sure cause for
marital disharmony. Like Sarojini, Naliniin A Handful of Rice is full of appreciation for her husband, even
when she knows that it is foolish to desire for luxury items, yet to please Ravi, she feigns approval of his
plans. Ravi loved to be with his wife and felt that her soft tender ways ‘were like a caress’ (118).
Financial stress often spoils family relationships. Absence of creature comforts owing to lack of funds can
spoil the perfect harmony. Disgusted at the dissatisfaction with life and the shattering of his dreams, Ravi
explodes and begins to ill-treat his beloved life. Both Ravi and Nalini are ideals in their respective roles, but
the intrusion of financial stress, strains their relationship.

When a person has no high aims and ambitions in life, he is contented with the little that he gains from life.
Despite their poverty, Nalini’s sister Thangam leads a companionate life. She is totally devastated when she
compares her good for nothing husband with Ravi. Yet she puts on a bold cheerful face. While the children of
more wealthy fathers eat and live better, and speak of their parents with pride, Thangam has to do the work
singly. Moreover when she finds Nalini knitting dress for her unborn child, Thangam begins to pesterher
husband, who fails to understand why his once docile wifebehaves ‘like a tigress’ (94).Here Markandaya uses
animal image to describe her feelings. Though Puttanna has given off his shop which has been running in debt
due to mismanagement, Thangam does not belittle him, instead joins him in spreading the legend that a
partner has vamoosed with all Puttanna’s hard earned wealth. Finally when Puttanna absconds, robbing Apu,
Thangam as a devoted wife waits patiently for a few days and later accompanies him.

Usually in the joint family system, though the husband and wife are companions, when it comes to finance,
the husband or the senior most male member of the family has control and authority over it. After Apu’s
death, Ravi takes over the responsibility. The economic factor disrupts their marital harmony. Apu has never
thought that the rich were exploiting the poor, likewise Nalini dumbly accepts it. However Ravi rebels against
the fact and by way of protesting, he quietly disengages from the profession of tailoring Apu has handed over
to him. Nalini’s mute acceptance irritates him and there arises incompatibility.

Marriage should be the instinctual urge of the individual but even today, it is the demand of the group which
includes parents and relatives. Dilip Chitre, in his article “Marriage and Morals “is of the opinion that since
“the couple together is superior to both husband and wife as individuals, the partners are advised to act in
supreme interest of their individual progress” (81). Markandaya’s men and women are average people who do
not run after individuality. In their struggle for survival on the physical level, their emotional bonds become
their source of strength, security and happiness. They are endowed with a strong and dependable homeostasis
system which helps in adjusting themselves according to the situations. When their interpersonal relationship
is disturbed, they do not simply sit and brood or turn inward and become indifferent. They try their best to
restore balance.Therefore most of Markandaya’s characters find companionship. Even the few who lack it
strive to hold the family at any cost. The traditional Indian wives dare not imagine a life apart from their
husbands. Rukmani is of the opinion that a wife’s place is always beside her husband. In answer to Rukmani’s
curiosity about Kenny and his family, he says: “I have the usual encumbrances that men have- wife, children,
home- that would have put chains about me, but I resisted, and so I am alone”(70).Kenny who has devoted his
life to social activities, does not find his wife in tune with his objective.

In India, arranged marriages are the accepted norm, love marriages, a rarity. In arranged marriages the couple
get acquainted physically and it is much later they get a chance to discover each other’s mind and develop
companionship. Despite Kit-Premala marriage being experimental, it ends in failure. Kit who is westernised
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tries hard to modernise the traditional Premala but in vain. He likes playing tennis, she does not. He asks her
to put on shorts for which she has no liking. She prizes honesty, which for Kit signifies nothing. Kit has no
taste for classical music, she loves to play on the veena. Despite their discord in behaviour, Premala modelled
on the Sita image tries hard to please Kit. Kit being fed up with her traditional ways gives up his efforts to
modernise her. Premala is an example of the deep silent love that the Indian wife possesses. While Nathan,
Ravi and Dandekar are happier with such wifely qualities, Kit is disappointed in Premala. Premala becomes
quiet and withdrawn and they live in their different worlds. During their early married life, they enjoyed going
out together, later Kit gives up asking her to go out with him except to official functions. She stands for the
traditional Sita image and to stray out of it is suicidal to her. Both Kit and Premala are good as individuals but
their upbringing disrupts their marital life.

When people receive no companionship within the family, they turn to seek it from outside. Premala finds
solace in going to the village school “for she could find no place in the one her husband inhabited” (134). It is
broken hearted women who are often driven to be good reformers. To quote Leslie Fiedler in Love and Death
in the American Novel: only a broken heart makes women reformers rather than passive lovers, that feminism
is the result of ill-regulated or ill-bestowed passion” (216). If Kit had really loved and accepted her, the
problem of her adopting a child would not have arisen. He was well aware of it. He tells Mira, his sister, that
Premala goes to the village school ‘because there’s nothing for her here” (142).

Instead of trying to find out why the docile Premala fails to reach up to his expectations, Kit approaches Mira
for clarification: “I don’t know what’s wrong with her? Is it me?  Do you know?” (125). It is the absence of
companionship that Kit seeks the help and advice of his sister, to understand his wife.. Kit’s and Premala’s
different upbringing and conflicting views on life prevent them from interpersonal fusion. Marriage should be
based on the compatibility of the bodies, minds, sharing of joys and sorrows.If a relationship is to remain
permanent and stable, there must be mutual understanding and more than superficial liking.

Apu’s and Jayamma’sin A Handful of Rice was a loveless marriage. He was much older to her and it was her
sense of duty to him that made her serve him. Though she is sexually frustrated, she does not flout tradition.
Jayamma suppresses her sexual desire and also her inner need for companionship and remains dutiful and
loyal to her husband.. Markandaya employs an insect image and compares Apu’s attraction towards his wife,
just ”like a moth that is attracted to flame”(166).
Very often the prime problem of the urban poor is that the man falls a prey to the numerous temptations of
city life and squander whatever money he makes, thereby the woman has to support herself and her children.
Murugan in Nectar in a Sieve deserts his wife and children for another, thereby leaving her poorer but happier.
Jacques Mousseau in Readings in Marriage and Family has argued:

The safety valve of death has disappeared and the very concept of divorce has changed.

It was once a means to resolve an unusual and irreparable situation. Today divorce has

become security for couples who cannot tolerate each other for so many years. (73)

Roshan Merchantin Some Inner Fury who used to write poetry and was a newspaper columnist, is drawn as a
magnetic character on whom divorce has left no scars.She tells Mira of her relationship with her husband:
“We haven’t lived together for years,” she said. We used to
squabble like anything when we did, but now—funny thing we’re the best of friends”. (61)
Companionship is the most vital element in human relationships and without it life would appear dull and
meaningless. In Markandaya’s early novels the couples do not crave for companionship. To quote Meera
Shirwadkar in The Image of Woman in the Indo Anglian Novel, illustrating the biased view regarding the
Indian woman’s lack of companionship: “As for companionship, the Hindu woman does not know the
meaning of the word”(12).They live the normal life and survival is the main problem. They are the normal
peasant class who strive for survival.Hence companionship is a distant factor in family relationships.
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